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Putting the Multi in Multi-messenger

What do we want to do with this (potential data)?
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S(n)

The nuclear symmetry energy: parameterizing our ignorance in a physically meaningful way

Figure: Lauren Balliet

Li, arxiv:2105.04629



Modern approach: create distributions of EOSs/neutron star models for statistical inference

Essick+ arXiv 2102.10074

Core: neutron and proton fluid
+ possible phase transition to e.g. quarks 



Essick+ arXiv 2102.10074

Core: neutron and proton fluid
+ possible phase transition to e.g. quarks 

Brown and Cumming, ApJ 2009
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Fig. 10.— Lightcurves of MXB 1659�29, for di↵erent choices of the im-
purity parameter Qimp in the crust. In both case, we show the best fit model
(solid line). The other solutions have Qimp = 0 (dot-dashed line), 1 (dotted
line), and 10 (dashed line). The left-hand panel shows the case for which all
other parameters are held constant; in the right-hand panel the temperature at
a column ytop = 1012 g cm�3 was adjusted so that all solutions matched the
first data point.

increase in Qimp, the overall temperature scale set by Tc and
Tb decreases. In KS 1731�260, the probability distribution of
Qimp has a peak at a similar value to MXB 1659�29, but with
a long tail to small values of Qimp. In fact, as can be seen in
Figure 11, the fits are not sensitive to the impurity parameter
for Qimp. 1, which results in a flat probability distribution in
log Qimp, reflecting the assumed prior. For both sources, Qimp
values larger than 10 are ruled out.

For MXB 1659�29, we have used the temperatures derived
by Cackett et al. (2008) assuming a distance to the source of
10 kpc. In that paper, spectral models for di↵erent distances
d = 5 and 13 kpc are considered, which leads to a system-
atic decrease or increase in the e↵ective temperatures by 10–
20%. The reason that the fitted e↵ective temperatures depend
on distance is that the peak of the thermal spectrum lies out-
side the X-ray band, making the fitted temperature sensitive to
the overall luminosity scale. To investigate the e↵ect of such
systematic variations, we have calculated the constraints on
the models with the e↵ective temperatures for MXB 1659�29
all decreased or increased by 20%. The e↵ect is to change
the central value of each distribution by up to 50%, with the
width staying about the same. The conclusion that Qimp is of
order unity is una↵ected by these systematic variations.

3.2. The accretion rate or overall heating rate in the crust
The accretion rate Ṁ sets the overall amount of heating in

the crust during the outburst. There are uncertainties in de-
riving Ṁ from the observed X-ray luminosity, and in addi-
tion, the amount of heating in the crust may di↵er from the
1.7 MeV per nucleon that we assume in our calculation (see
Appendix for details). The calculations so far have taken a
fixed accretion rate Ṁ = 1017 g s�1. Instead, we now calcu-
late the constraints on Ṁ assuming a uniform prior probabil-
ity for Ṁ between 0 (i.e. no deep heating) and 1018 g s�1 (ten
times our fiducial rate). The results are shown in Figure 11, in
which we give the derived joint probability distribution for Ṁ
and Qimp for each source. The temperatures Tb and Tc are not
sensitive to variations in Ṁ, since they are essentially fixed by
the first and last observed values of T1e↵ .

For both sources, we find an anti-correlation between Ṁ
and Qimp in the best-fitting solutions. The explanation for the
anti-correlation is that an increased Ṁ gives an increased heat-
ing rate, making the inner crust hotter. To compensate for this,
Qimp must decrease, cooling the inner crust by making it eas-

Fig. 11.— The joint probability distribution of Qimp and Ṁ for
MXB 1659�29 (dotted contours) and KS 1731�260 (solid contours). In each
case, the peak of the probability distribution is indicated by a cross; the two
contours enclose 68% and 95% of the probability.

ier for heat to be conducted into the core.
The values of Ṁ derived from the cooling curves match

well with the accretion rates derived from observations
of the persistent X-ray luminosity during outburst. For
MXB 1659�29, the range of flux observed during the out-
burst was ⇡ (0.4–1) ⇥ 10�9 ergs s�1 cm�2 (2.5–25 keV) (Gal-
loway et al. 2008). Galloway et al. (2008) found a distance of
12± 3 kpc for this source, assuming that the peak flux of pho-
tospheric radius expansion bursts corresponds to the pure he-
lium Eddington luminosity. Taking this distance and assum-
ing a bolometric correction of a factor of 2, typical for these
sources, gives Ṁ ⇡ (0.7–1.8) ⇥ 1017 erg s�1. The agreement
with the constraints from the cooling curve is good, although
lower than the maximum of the probability distribution for Ṁ.

For KS 1731�260, Galloway et al. (2008) give a range of
bolometric flux 1.6–10 ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1, which for their
distance 7.2 ± 1 kpc gives a range of accretion rates during
outburst of 0.5–3 ⇥ 1017 g s�1. A separate check on this
value is that at a flux level of 2.1 ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1, a
very regular sequence of X-ray bursts was seen, similar to
the source GS 1826-24, which is known for being a very reg-
ular burster. Assuming an ignition mass of 1021 g for these
regular bursts, which had a recurrence time of 2.59 ± 0.06 h,
we find Ṁ = 1.1 ⇥ 1017 g s�1, consistent with the X-ray flux.
During the final & 1 year of the outburst, the flux was in the
lower end of the flux range quoted earlier, so we expect the
relevant value for the crust heating at the end of the outburst
to be . 1017 g s�1, in good agreement with Figure 11.

An interesting aspect of our results is that both sources al-
low solutions with low accretion rates much smaller than the
accretion rates derived from the X-ray observations. Assum-
ing that the observed accretion rate is within a factor of two
of the true accretion rate onto the neutron star, this means that
both cooling curves are consistent with a much lower amount
of deep crustal heating than assumed in our models. In these
models, however, a lower level of deep crustal heating from
reactions in the crust is compensated by a larger inward heat
flux from the neutron star ocean, because Tb is held fixed. In
reality, the physics of the implied, unspecified heat source in
the neutron star ocean that supplies this flux also depends on
the accretion rate.

MXB 1659-29 in quiescence: 
Strong evidence for relatively 
pure crystalline crust with 
superfluid neutrons in the 
inner layer

Modern approach: create distributions of EOSs/neutron star models for statistical inference

Can crust models get in on the action?



Putting the Multi in Multi-messenger

What do we want to do with this (potential data)?arxiv:2301.13253



Pang et al, arxiv:2205.08513

Modern approach: create distributions of EOSs/neutron star models for statistical inference



Pang et al, arxiv:2205.08513 Neill+ 2208.00994; Sorenson+ 2301.13253

Letting the crust join the party

Modern approach: create distributions of EOSs/neutron star models for statistical inference



Combining nuclear and astrophysical data: my perspective

- HIC
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Combining nuclear and astrophysical data: my perspective
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Choose nuclear 
model (Energy-
Density Functional)



Tsang and Lynch, arxiv:2106.10119

Different observables give nuclear matter constraints at different densities

Each study makes a choice of the Energy-Density Functional

Different nuclear models used to extract symmetry energy, EOS from different 
observables. Uncontrolled systematic modeling error if we combine them

Exacerbated if take J,L,Ksym constraints, which involve extrapolation from density 
where the observable sits

Centelles et al, arxiv:0806.2886 Lattimer, Lim ApJ771(2013)
Lattimer, Steiner EPJA50 (2013)



What I want to do:

Start with an ensemble of nuclear models

Model parameter priors uninformed by experiment and observation

Systematically, and as consistently as possible, add nuclear and 
astro data to constrain parameters

What I’ll show:
- An example of systematic model uncertainty
- Steps towards eliminating it



Density Functional Theory (e.g. Skyrme)

Local interaction

Density dependent

3 body

Gradient…

Used in a variational principle on total energy leads to coupled
SchrÖdinger-like equations for the wavefunctions.
Solutions converge to ground state (Hohenberg-Kohn theorem) 

Our choice of model: Skyrme-Hartree-Fock



Map nuclear matter parameters to model parameters and systematically generate models

SNM

Symmetry
Energy

Surface 
energy

Dynamics of 
n,p



Haensel, Fortin JPhysG 2017

Nuclear masses,
giant resonances

Lim, Holt arXiv:1702.02898

Map nuclear matter parameters to model parameters and systematically generate models

Lim, Holt arXiv:1702.02898

Fixed: potential 
source of 
systematic model 
error



Systematic model uncertainties: an example

Essick+ arXiv 2102.10074



Combining nuclear and astrophysical data: my perspective

- HIC

, HIC



J,L,Ksym

Only relates 
neutron skin to L



Roca-Maza et al, arxiv:1103.1762

J,L,Ksym

Only relates 
neutron skin to L



Compare with: Essick+ arXiv 2102.10074
+SHF for neutron skins

J,L,Ksym



uninformed prior



uninformed prior
Chiral EFT folded in



uninformed prior





Newton, Crocombe arxiv:2008.00042



uninformed prior



uninformed prior
Chiral EFT folded in
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uninformed prior
Chiral EFT folded in



uninformed prior
Chiral EFT folded in

uninformed prior

Neutron skin systematically different by 10%



uninformed prior
Chiral EFT folded in

uninformed prior

L systematically different by 10%



Systematic model uncertainties: towards mitigation



Essick+ arXiv 2102.10074
+SHF for neutron skins

J,L,Ksym



Essick+ arXiv 2102.10074
+SHF for neutron skins

J,L,Ksym



Pictures: Lauren Balliet

Modeling the crust

3D Skyrme HF:

Nuclear EDF: Bulk+Gradient Nuclear EDF: Bulk + 
separate surface energy functionSpecific model: Skyrme
Specific model: LLPR 1985

CLDM:Bulk fluid and surface 
degrees of freedomn,p degrees of freedom

Newton et al arxiv: 1110.4043
Balliet+; arxiv:2009.07696

Newton+ arxiv:2104.11835
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Neill+ 2208.00994; Sorenson+ 2301.13253

Piecewise polytrope



Essick+ arXiv 2102.10074
+SHF for neutron skins



Skyrme + Compressible 
Liquid Drop Model  is  
input to crust EOS

Crust EOS

Neutron Star masses, 
radii, tidal deformability, 
moment of inertia, i-mode 
frequency, crust 
mass/thickness, pasta 
mass/thickness are 
calculated from NS 
models

Astro Observables

-Prior distribution of 
models 
-Apply nuclear data 
-Posterior Constraints    
on nuclear observables

Bayesian Analysis

Binding energy and dipole 
polarizabilities of doubly 
magic nuclei, neutron 
skin thickness are 
calculated from nuclear 
models

Nuclear Observables

-Neutron skin thickness:
 PREX experiment on 
208Pb and CREX from 
48Ca
-Dipole polarizations of 
208Pb and 48Ca

Nuclear Data

Skyrme is used as input 
to core EOS up to 1.5 
times saturation density

Core EOS

Polytropic model is used 
for high density inner 
core of neutron star at 
1.5 and 2.7 times 
saturation density 

High Density EOS

-Prior distribution of 
models 
-Apply astro data 
-Posterior Constraints    
on astro observables

Bayesian Analysis

Skyrme Hartree Fock energy 
density functionals  

parameterized by symmetry 
energy values:

J, L, Ksym

Nuclear Model

-Neutron Star radii and 
mass measurements 
from NICER
-Neutron Star tidal 
deformabilities from 
LIGO

Astro Data

Neutron Star Model

This work



Priors PREX

Demanding a stable crust removes the softer EOSsPreliminary

Only 2 polytropes,
bimodal artifact



NL PREX+NL

Preliminary NL predicts high L, but addition of nuclear binding energies “corrects”



Newton+ in prep

Preliminary



Newton+ in prep

Crustal glitches:
0.018
0.08 (with entrainment)

Preliminary



Newton+ arxiv:2112.12108

Preliminary



Different choices of nuclear model lead to systematically different inferences of nuclear and 
Astro observables

Example: using correlations between symmetry 
energy and nuclear observables from nuclear 
models already fit to disparate data can lead to 
systematically different predictions

One way forward is to center modeling around
An energy density functional with sufficient
degrees of freedom to explore EOS parameter
space in an unbiased way, but no more

Nuclear physics has much to say about the crust so let’s include it; both nuclear and astro data 
can tell us about the crust.

Take-aways



Key questions

We can observationally probe the neutron star crust in several different ways:
how can we reliably fold this data into our EOS and symmetry energy 
inferences?



Key questions

We can observationally probe the neutron star crust in several different ways:
how can we reliably fold this data into our EOS and symmetry energy 
inferences?

Can we keep this low mass 
neutron star please? 

(0.77 +0.20/-0.17 MSUN)

Doroshenko+, Nature Astronomy, 6, 1444 (2022)









Newton and Crocombe arxiv:2008.00042


